
Both options #1 and #2 include 2 custom colors and flavors
Option #3: Four tiers of macarons (replacing all white macarons in the photo
with flowers) - approximately 7-8 dozen macarons

Macaron Tower Price List
& Options

7 Tier Wooden Macaron Tower
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770-401-9404

LICENSED COTTAGE BAKERY
WOODSTOCK, GA

Option #1: Seven tiers of macarons  with flowers in the center of the top tier -
approximately 160 macarons

$600

Delicate and divine French Macarons hand-crafted in small batches. Completely customizable to your colors,
tastes, and theme. Displayed on our gorgeous wooden tower from Germany. FREE delivery and set-up (within
40 miles of Woodstock, GA. We will even pick up the tower at the end of your event for no additional charge!

Let us craft something unique, beautiful, AND delicious for your special day!

Option #2: Six tiers of macarons with the top tier filled with flowers -
approximately 12-13 dozen macarons

$550

For all macaron tower options, flowers are to be provided by your florist - an additional charge will be added
if you would like The Sugared Almond Macarons to supply the flowers. 

 
Prices for all macaron towers include custom colored macarons w/basic decor- additional options below

All Tower options will require a FULLY REFUNDABLE tower rental deposit of $375

$400

Option #4: Three tiers of macarons (replacing all blue macarons in the photo
with flowers) - approximately 5-6 dozen macarons

Both options #3 and #4 include 1 custom color and flavor
$300

Each additional custom color/flavor/design $60

Option #5: Seven tiers of custom ombre macarons (each tier gradually gets
lighter in color as you move to the top of the tower) - approximately 160
macarons

$850

Option #5 includes 7 custom colors and up to 7 custom flavors

Intricate designs starts at $15
Luster dust painted and/or airbrushed designs starts at $15


